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 Abstract: 

Audio files are capable of hiding the data , The identity of the owner of the audio file can be hidden in the audio file which is called 

Watermark. Therefore, digital audio watermarking is the process of hiding some information into the audio file in such a way that the 

quality and the audibility of the audio file is not affected. This paper focus on various techniques for Audio Watermarking. 

 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Digital audio watermarking has received a great deal of 

attention in the literature to provide efficient solutions for 

copyright protection of digital media by embedding a 

watermark in the original audio signal. Main requirements of 

digital audio watermarking are imperceptibility, robustness 

and data capacity. More precisely, the watermark must be 

inaudible within the host audio data to maintain audio quality 

and robust to signal distortions applied to the host data. 

Finally, the watermark must be easy to extract to prove 

ownership. 
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Fig 1: Block of general watermarking scheme 

 

Some proposed or actual watermarking applications are: 

broadcast monitoring, owner identification, proof of 

ownership, transaction tracking, content authentication and 

tampering detection, copy control, and device control, 

fingerprinting, information carrier. 

 

2. REQUIREMENTS OF AUDIO WATERMARK 

 

A.Capacity:  

Watermarking capacity always depends  on the amount of 

data that can be embedded into a host signal. Generally sound 

signal, capacity requirement always depend on 

imperceptibility and hardiness. Higher capacity is usually 

obtained at the expense of either hardiness or imperceptibility.  

 

B.Imperceptibility:  

Most importantly, the watermark signal should be 

imperceptible to the end user who is listening to or viewing 

the host signal. This means that a typical user should not be 

able to differentiate between watermarked and un 

watermarked signals. The watermark signal should be in 

cognizable because the presence or absence of a watermark 

should not subtract from the first purpose of the host signal, 

that of transfer high-quality audio or visual data. 

Additionally, perceptible distortion might indicate the 

presence of a watermark, and maybe its precise location within 

a host signal. This data information is also used by a malicious 

party to distort, replace, or take away the watermark 

information.  

 

C. Asymmetry:  

If for the complete set of cover objects the watermark remains 

same; then, extracting for one file can cause harm watermark of 

all the files. Thus, imbalance is also an understandable 

concern. It’s suggested to possess distinctive watermarks to 

completely different files to help build the technique more 

helpful.  

 

D. Robustness:  

Watermarks must be able to handle all sorts of attacks  

whether it is conversion, compression, Noise or any other 

form of attack.  

 

E. Speed:  

 The speed of embedding of watermark is very important in 

real time applications wherever the embedding is completed 

on continuous signals like, speech of a politician or language 

between pilot and communication system workers. a number 

of the attainable applications wherever speed may be a 

constraint are audio streaming and airline traffic observation. 

Each embedding and extraction method ought to be created as 

quick as attainable with greater efficiency. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD OF AUDIO WATERMARKING 

VIA EMD 

EMD is fully data-driven method that recursively breaks 

down any signal into a reduced number of zero-mean with 

symmetric envelopes AM-FM components called Intrinsic 

Mode Functions (IMFs). The audio signal is divided into 

frames and each one is decomposed adaptively, by EMD, into 

intrinsic oscillatory components called Intrinsic Mode 

Functions (IMFs). The watermark and the synchronization 

codes are embedded into the extreme of the last IMF, a low 

frequency mode stable under different attacks and preserving 

audio perceptual quality of the host signal. [1] 
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Watermark Embedding:-      
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                 Fig 2. Watermark embedding. 

 

Watermark Extraction:- 
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Fig 3. Watermark embedding. 

 

i) Synchronization Code 

To locate the embedding position of the hidden watermark 

bits in the host signal a SC is used. This code is unaffected by 

cropping and shifting attacks 

 

ii) Watermark Embedding 

Before embedding, SCs are combined with watermark bits to 

form a binary sequence. Watermark embedding can be 

detailed as follows 

Step 1: Split original audio signal into frames. 

Step 2: Decompose each frame into IMFs. 

Step 3: Embed times the binary sequence into extreme of the     

last IMF  

Step 4: Reconstruct the frame EMD
-1

 using modified Intrinsic 

Mode Functions and concatenate the watermarked frames to 

retrieve the watermarked signal. 

 

iii) Watermark Extraction 

For watermark extraction, host signal is splitted into frames 

and EMD is performed on each one as in embedding.  This can 

be detailed as follows 

Step 1: Split the watermarked signal into frames. 

Step 2: Decompose each frame into IMFs. 

Step 3: Extract the extrema of last IMF  

Step 4: Extract binary bits from the extrema of last IMF 

Step 5: By using searching position of synchronization code 

extract the desired watermark   

 

There are several watermarking techniques; some of them are 

listed below: 

a) Spread Spectrum Watermarking Technique 

b) Amplitude Modification Method 

c) Self-Marking Method 

d) Echo Hiding Method 

e) Least Significant Bit (LSB) Coding Method 

f) Dither Watermarking 

 

 

 

a) Spread Spectrum Watermarking Technique 

Spread-spectrum watermarking scheme is an example of the 

correlation method which embeds pseudorandom sequence 

and detects watermark by calculating correlation between 

pseudo-random noise sequence and watermarked audio 

signal. Spread spectrum techniques for watermarking borrow 

most of the theory from the communications community. The 

main idea is to embed a narrow-band signal (the watermark) 

into a wide-band channel (the audio file). The characteristics 

of both audio signal A and watermark W seem to suit the model 

perfectly. In addition, spread spectrum techniques offer the 

possibility of protecting the watermark privacy by using a 

secret key to control the pseudorandom sequence generator. 

Spread spectrum techniques allow the frequency bands to be 

matched before embedding the message. This is why spread 

spectrum techniques are valuable not only for robust 

communication but for watermarking as well. There are two 

basic approaches to spread spectru techniques: direct 

sequence and frequency hopping. In both of these 

approaches the idea is to spread the watermark data across a 

large frequency band, namely the entire audible spectrum. 

 

Literature Review: 

Boney et al [2] generated watermarks by filtering a pseudo 

noise sequence with a filter that approximates the frequency 

masking characteristics of the HAS. Thus the different 

watermarks are created for different audio signal. Their study 

and results show that their scheme is robust in the presence of 

additive noise, lossy Coding/decoding, resampling and time 

scaling. They also state that using their scheme it is easy to 

detect the watermark for the author. However they have used 

the original signal to detect the watermark. The scheme is also 

robust in presence of other watermarks. 

 

J. Seok et al [3] proposed a novel audio watermarking 

algorithm which is based on a direct sequence spread 

spectrum method. The information that is to be embedded is 

modulated by a pseudo noise (PN) sequence. The spread 

spectrum signal is then shaped in the frequency domain and 

inserted into the original audio signal. To 

detect the watermark they used linear predictive coding 

method. Their experimental results show that their scheme is 

robust against different signal processing attacks. 

 

D. Kirovski et al [4] developed the techniques which 

effectively encode and decode the direct sequence spread 

spectrum watermark in audio signal. They have used the 

modulated complex lapped transform to embed the watermark. 

To prevent the desynchronization attack they developed the 

technique based on block repetition coding. Though they 

have proved that they can perform the correlation test in 

perfect synchronization, the wow and flutter induced in 

watermarked signal may cause false positive/false negative 

detection of watermark. To improve the reliability of 

watermark detection they proposed the technique which uses 

cepstrum filtering and chess watermarks. They have also 

shown that psychoacoustic frequency masking creates an 

imbalance in the number of positive and negative watermark 

chips in the part of the SS sequence that is used for correlation 

detection which corresponds to the audible part of the 

frequency spectrum. To compensate this problem they 

propose a modified covariance test. 
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b) Amplitude Modification Method 

This method, also known as least significant bit (LSB) 

substitution, is both common and easy to apply in both 

steganography and watermarking as it takes advantage of the 

quantization error that usually derives from the task of 

digitizing the audio signal. As the name states, the 

information is encoded into the least significant bits of the 

audio data. There are two basic ways of doing this: the lower 

order bits of the digital audio signal can be fully substituted 

with a pseudorandom (PN) sequence that contains the 

watermark message m, or the PN-sequence can be embedded 

into the lower order bit stream using the output of a function 

that generates the sequence based on both nth bit of 

watermark message and nth sample of audio file. The major 

disadvantage of this method is its poor immunity to 

manipulation. Encoded information can be destroyed by 

channel noise, re-sampling, etc., unless it is encoded using 

redundancy techniques. In order to be robust, these 

techniques reduce the data rate, often by one to two orders of 

magnitude. Furthermore, in order to make the watermark more 

robust against localized filtering, a pseudorandom number 

generator can be used to spread the message over the cover in 

a random manner. 

 

Literature Review: 

Wen-Nung Lie [5] proposes a method of embedding digital 

watermarks into audio signals in the time domain. The 

proposed algorithm exploits differential 

average-of-absolute-amplitude relations within each group of 

audio samples to represent one-bit information. The principle 

of low-frequency amplitude modification is employed to scale 

amplitudes in a group manner (unlike the sample-by-sample 

manner as used in pseudo noise or spread-spectrum 

techniques) in selected sections of samples so that the 

time-domain waveform envelope can be almost preserved. 

Besides, when the frequency-domain characteristics of the 

watermark signal are controlled by applying absolute hearing 

thresholds in the psychoacoustic model, the distortion 

associated with watermarking is hardly perceivable by human 

ears. The watermark can be blindly extracted without 

knowledge of the original signal. Subjective and objective 

tests reveal that the proposed watermarking scheme 

maintains high audio quality and is simultaneously highly 

robust to pirate attacks, including MP3 compression, 

low-pass filtering, amplitude scaling, time scaling, 

digital-to-analog/analog-to-digital reacquisition, cropping, 

sampling rate change, and bit resolution transformation. 

Security of embedded watermarks is enhanced by adopting 

unequal section lengths determined by a secret key. 

 

c) Self-Marking Method 

Self-marking method embeds watermark by leaving 

self-evident marks into the signal. This method embeds 

special signal into the audio, or change signal shapes in time 

domain or frequency domain. Timescale modification method 

and many other methods based on the salient features belong 

to this category. 

 

i) Time-Scale Modification 

Time-scale modification is a challenging attack and can be 

used for watermarking. Time-scale modification refers to the 

process of either compressing or expanding the time-scale of 

audio. Basic idea of the time-scale modification 

watermarking is to change the time-scale between two extrema 

(successive maximum and minimum pair) of the audio signal.  

 

Literature Review 

Mohamed F. Mansour [6] proposed a new framework for 

watermarking in audio. The basic idea of the algorithm is to 

change the length of the intervals between salient points of 

the audio signal to embed data. The intervals are quantized 

and the data is embedded in the quantization indices. In their 

particular implementation, they use the wavelet extrema of the 

signal envelope as the salient points. He propose novel ideas 

for practical implementation that can be used by other data 

embedding schemes as well. The algorithm is robust to 

common audio processing operations, e.g., mp3 lossy 

compression, low pass filtering, sampling rate conversion, 

and time-scale modification (TSM). The perceptual quality of 

the audio signal after embedding the data depends on the 

technique used for TSM 

 

d) Echo Hiding Method 

Echo hiding embeds data into an original audio signal by 

introducing an echo in the time domain such that 

for simplicity, a single echo is added above Figure 1. Binary 

messages are embedded by echoing the \original signal with 

one of two delays, either a d0 sample delay or a d1sample 

delay. Extraction of the embedded message involves the 

detection of delay d. Autocepstrum or cepstrum detects the 

delay d. Cepstrum analysis duplicates the cepstrum impulses  

every d samples. Echo hiding is usually  imperceptible and 

sometimes makes the sound rich. Synchronization methods 

frequently adopt this  method for coarse synchronization. 

Disadvantage of echo hiding is its high complexity due to 

cepstrum or autocepstrum computation during detection. On 

the other hand, anybody can detect echo without any prior 

knowledge. In other words, it provides the clue for the 

malicious attack. This is another disadvantage of echo hiding. 

 

Literature Review 

 Wei FOO et.al. [7] gave an adaptive algorithm for audio 

watermarking which uses echo hiding method. The algorithm 

has been divided into two parts  encoder design and decoder 

design. In the encoder section, segmentation is performed on 

the original audio signal. After which mask computation and 

echo hiding is done and watermark information along with the 

kernel parameters are embedded into the audio signal. The 

segments are processed and watermark checking is performed 

to obtain the data about the watermark position and finally 

after recombining the segments, watermark audio signal is 

obtained. In the decoder design part of the algorithm, first the 

audio segmentation is performed on the watermarked audio 

signal. If two channels are obtained then peal detection is 

performed on the left and right channels and the respective 

results are compared and if consistent bits are obtained then 

the bits are combined and then watermark is used to identify 

the owner. Various attacks were made to check the robustness 

of the technique used and it has been concluded that the 

robustness against filtering is less. 

 

e) Least Significant Bit (LSB) Coding Method 

One of the earliest techniques studied in the information 

hiding of digital audio (as well as other media types) is LSB 

coding. In this technique LSB of binary sequence of each 

sample of digitized audio file is replaced with binary 

equivalent of secret message 
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i. Parity Coding  

Instead of breaking a signal down into individual samples, the 

parity coding method breaks a signal down into separate 

regions of samples and encodes each bit from the secret 

message in a sample region's parity bit. If the parity bit of a 

selected region does not match the secret bit to be encoded, 

the process flips the LSB of one of the samples in the region. 

Advantage: The sender has more of a choice in encoding the 

secret bit, and the signal can be changed in a more 

unobtrusive manner. Disadvantage: This method like LSB 

coding is not robust in nature. 

 

ii. Phase Coding  

Phase coding relies on the fact that the phase components of 

sound are not as perceptible to the human ear as noise is. It 

“works by substituting the phase of an initial audio segment 

with a reference phase that represents the data. The phase of 

subsequent segments is then adjusted in order to preserve 

the relative phase between segments”. Disadvantage: It is a 

complex method and has low data transmission rate 

 

Literature Review 

Ghobadi et al. [8] gave an algorithm which uses LSB method. It 

is a blind audio watermarking technique tamper detection and 

prevention technique. Initially, audio file is converted to the 

vector which is then normalized and converted to matrix form. 

After calculating the mean of each column separately, it is 

embedded by using LSB method. And then reverse of the 

above process is performed. In the extraction methodology, 

the tamper detection is done to be if any tampering is done 

and if yes then the location of the respective tamper. BER and 

SNR have been evaluated to find the robustness of the 

algorithm and it has been concluded that DCT, FFT and DWT 

can be more robust than this fragile watermarking algorithm. 

 

f) Dither Watermarking 

Dither is a noise signal that is added to the input audio signal 

to provide better sampling of that input when digitizing the 

signal (9). As a result, distortion is practically eliminated, at 

the cost of an increased noise floor. To implement dithering, a 

noise signal is added to the input audio signal with a known 

probability distribution, such as Gaussian or triangular. In the 

particular case of dithering for watermark embedding, the 

watermark is used to modulate the dither signal. The host 

signal (or original audio file) is quantized using an associated 

dither quantizer. This technique is known as quantization 

index modulation (QIM). 

 

Literature Review 

Wei Li [9] gave an adaptive watermarking algorithm which is 

robust against time scale modification sychronisation attacks 

like random cropping and time scale modification are very 

challenging problems to audio watermarking techniques. To 

combat these attacks, a novel content dependant localized 

robust audio watermarking scheme is developed. The basic 

idea is to first select steady high energy local regions that 

represent music edges like note attacks, transitions and drum 

sounds by using different methods then embed the watermark 

in these regions. In this way the embedded watermark has the 

potential to withstand different attacks  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper different watermarking techniques are studied. 

Spread-spectrum watermarking scheme embeds 

pseudorandom sequence and detects watermark by 

calculating correlation between pseudo-random noise 

sequence and watermarked audio signal. 

Amplitude modification method also known as least 

significant bit (LSB) substitution, is both common and easy to 

apply in both steganography and watermarking as it takes 

advantage of the quantization error that usually derives from 

the task of digitizing the audio signal The major disadvantage 

of this method is its poor immunity to manipulation. 

Echo hiding is another very successful and popular method of 

watermarking. Although easily detectable, it is very robust to 

many attacks, including MPEG compression. 

In Dither watermarking noise signal is added in to the input 

audio signal to provide better sampling of that input when 

digitizing the signal.  

 The proposed method of watermarking is very efficient 

method. In this the audio signal is divided into frames and 

each one is decomposed adaptively, by EMD, into intrinsic 

oscillatory components called Intrinsic Mode Functions 

(IMFs). The watermark and the synchronization codes are 

embedded into the extrema of the last IMF, a low frequency 

mode stable under different attacks and preserving audio 

perceptual quality of the host signal 
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